FAST LANE
LEARNING-AS-A-SERVICE
Increase your training footprint!

Centralize
training resources
and support for
your team

Achieve Goals
that matter to
your organization
through
interactive
learning paths

On Demand
learning for your
team anytime,
anywhere

WHAT IS LEARNINGAS-A-SERVICE?
Fast Lane's LaaS solution offers a programmatic
approach to learning, providing a totally immersive
and customizable offering.
Research shows that learners who have the opportunity to interface in realtime with peers or an expert are more likely to succeed.
LaaS delivers fully interactive learning paths that include dedicated
support from qualified experts as learners progress through material at their
own pace.
If you have a team and wish to accelerate the adoption of new
technologies, Fast Lane’s LaaS offering can be implemented and adapted
to meet your specific business goals. We leverage a branded, scalable
platform with single sign-on user experience to define learning tracks and
service capabilities that can be tailored for you.

Engage your learners with immersive
programs designed for your organizational goals.
Learning Catalogue: Leverage hundreds of titles through our partnerships with high-end
technology companies
Learning Gap Analysis: Assess the skill levels of your employees and create learning paths
that achieve your goals
Content Development and Conversion: Tailor content specifically for your organization
and learners

Q&A Coaching: Submit content-related questions to a subject matter expert
1:1 Virtual Coaching: Schedule individual virtual sessions with a subject matter expert
Coaching Office Hours: Attend weekly office hours with a subject matter expert

Group Discussions: Collaborate with peers and industry experts in a moderated
group conversation
Virtual Labs: Gain hands-on experience through course-related remote learning labs
FAQ: Access comprehensive, course-based FAQs to quickly get answers to key questions

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORIES
AICP Canada
Fast Lane provided a microsite for this customer with
access to 8 role-based learning paths. The site
includes information on suggested self-paced training,
instructor-led training, exam prep sessions, and
additional Microsoft Learn content and exam vouchers.

GE
This customer was driving a transition from an AWS solution to Microsoft Azure. Fast Lane developed an inclusive
approach to drive buy-in while at the same time developing learning content to facilitate adoption by highly
technical, experienced users. This customer leveraged multiple solutions to achieve their goals and address
learners at different knowledge levels. These included:
• Customized assessments to determine individual skill levels
• Tailored classroom certification courses with built-in hackathons
• Curated learning paths through self-paced MOOC content and certificates
For large groups, this customer also utilized our exclusive 4-hour Immersion Workshops, a learning modality that
focuses on a specific micro topic in an expanded fashion with multiple learning objectives. All of this content was
hosted on our LaaS platform with tracking and analytics which were used by the customer to understand both
outstanding challenges and opportunities as they move workloads to the powerful Azure platform.

OUR LAAS CLIENTS

OPTIMIZE YOUR LEARNING APPROACH
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DESIGN
Through assessments, job task analysis,
enablement goal capture and organizational
interviews, we help determine the most effective
and efficient learning paths for your team.

METHODS
Not all students have the same learning needs.
LaaS can be customized to utilize live online
training, self-paced courses, video, labs, and
coaching to tailor the learning experience.

SUPPORT
Our LaaS offering can provide learners access to
a custom-branded platform that hosts role-based
learning paths and provides analytical reporting
for tracking and monitoring student progress.

REINFORCEMENT
Help learners master and sustain their new skills
through our opportunities for continuous learning
and coaching, including learner communities,
practice tests, and workshops.

We know that scalability is key and that job roles and responsibilities can vary significantly
between and within organizations. Our LaaS approach adapts to your specific requirements
If you require a custom solution for your organization, we are here to help.
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